Quick Facts

International Airport

Terminal with 4 gates and two jetways

Runway 2.600 x 45 m (10/28), AntiSkid™, ILS Cat. IIIb

24/7 operations, quick turn around times

Facilities to base aircraft/crews (expansion areas available)
IATA: ERF
ICAO: EDDE

On Site
Own Fire Department (ICAO Cat. 4 for non-scheduled flights; CAT 6 for cargo flights; CAT 8 PPR via email “traffic (at) edde.aero”, 24H in advance; upgradable)

DFS (German Air Traffic Control) · DWD (German Weather Service) · Federal Police · Customs, Immigrations · AirBP
Located directly between Munich and Hamburg, Frankfurt and Berlin, Thuringia is located right in the heart of Germany and Europe. Thanks to its central location, Thuringia today enjoys the highest employment rate in the former East German states, as well as a strong industry. Consisting mostly of medium-sized businesses, the state suffered very little in the 2009/10 economic crisis.

The International Airport in Erfurt can look back to the birth of scheduled aviation. Today a state-of-the-art airport with a 2600 m runway, ILS Cat. IIIb and direct highway access to the A4 and A71, connecting Central Germany with Northern Bavaria, Hessia and Saxony, the airport has been developed to support up to 1.6 million passengers, about five times as many as today.

According to a study by ADV*, Erfurt-Weimar Airport offers one of the lowest cost per landing ratios in Germany, existing hangar facilities for several A320s or 737s, as well as expansion areas for further development.

* ADV, aero Association of German Airports
The Erfurt's Main Railway Station, an ICE-station served by German Rail, is only 15 minutes away by tram; downtown can be reached in 10–15 minutes by tram or taxi; Weimar and Oberhof are reachable within 30 minutes – everything in Thuringia is within easy reach.

Thanks to its quick access – the distance from the car or tram to the aircraft is less than 200m – ERF's catchment area expands far towards Frankfurt and towards Wuerzburg.

Operating 24/7 with a 2,600 m runway and with own slot coordination, ERF is the perfect location for flights on a European scale. Other than during the ash cloud incident, Erfurt–Weimar Airport has not been closed for air traffic during 2010/11, so it certainly achieves reliable operations.
Our light-flooded Terminal B welcomes you in a family friendly environment with a wide range of different services.

To start off your journey you can enjoy a small snack or lunch at our airport gastronomy and shortly before departure you will be able to take advantage of our coffee bar inside the security area.

Further services are e.g.

- Thuringia’s largest travel market
- barrier-free travelling
- low-priced and secured parking lots / parking deck
- short ways to/from the aircraft
The new „Business Aviation Terminal“ which opened in 2014 offers passengers and crew staff (business and private) an efficient environment with top level services.

A private lounge allows the crew to prepare their flight in relaxing conditions. You can find there also a fully equipped „AIS – self briefing counter“ as well as „WIFI“ access in the whole terminal.

Clients can drive right up to the entrance where not only a discrete entry to the terminal is assured but also short ways from/to the aircraft. Our well trained and educated staff will assist you 24 hrs and answers your questions regarding e.g. the transportation from/to the airport.
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SITA
ERFAPXH – Traffic Department
ERFSOXH – Operations / Ramp Handling
ERFSPXH – Passenger Handling
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VHF
131.600 (Efurt OPS)
121.900 (Efurt Apron)
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